
Pleading Paper Sizes
Pleading papers are valuable legal documents that courts use to prosecute civil and
criminal cases by presenting facts from a complainant to a defendant in a court of law. Any
business or individual submitting a pleading paper to the court must be aware of the
standard pleading paper sizes they can use to file requests for reconsideration or motions of
appeal.

Pleading Paper Sizes Standard

Letter (8.5 x 11)

The US Letter size paper is an average paper size that organizations use for writing and
printing business and legal documents, following the North American paper sizes, including
the United States, Canada, Philippines, and some parts of Mexico, according to the
formalized ANSI Y14.1M Drawing Sheet Sizes and Format. The US Letter paper size
measures 8.5 x 11 inches and it is what most courts recognize when individuals file for their
pleading paper, ensuring that they already have a strategy for completing the documents.



Legal (8.5 x 14)

Legal paper sizes have measurements of 8.5 x 14 inches or 21.6 x 35.6 cm that
organizations and individuals use to produce legal documents that government agencies or
courts require from entities. Aside from legal documents, businesses can also utilize the
paper size for various business documents for marketing and sales purposes, including
brochures, price lists, index readings, checkbox surveys, and children’s books containing
vivid photos and images.

A4 (8.3 × 11.7)

The A4 paper size follows the International Organization for Standardization under ISO 216
standard for paper sheet sizes, with measurements of 8.3 x 11.7 inches or 210 x 297 mms
that many countries use as their standard and superior paper size for print or publication.
Many individuals, businesses, and organizations use the A4 paper size for business and
legal documents, including business reports, essays, summaries, letterheads, textbooks,
and code manuals, as it is recognized to be the standard international printing paper.

Pleading Paper Sizes for Print

Pleading papers are court documents that follow standards, rules, and necessary steps to
construct, encouraging individuals to draft appropriate legal documents that a superior court
or a court of law recognizes as valid. Most jurisdictions and courts in the United States
recognized the US Letter size of 8.5 x 11 inches as the standard pleading paper size. An
individual must print the document using a readable font size and text style, uniform
throughout the document.





Pleading Paper Sizes for Microsoft Word

Companies and individuals can use MS Word to edit the available online forms from the
government websites for each state or jurisdiction, selecting a blank pleading form from
their archive or library. People can edit the document’s content, input the necessary
information, and incorporate true and factual details. Open the form on the Microsoft Word
application, fill in the blank spaces with the necessary information, including the pleading
title, names of the parties, claims, etc., and print the document on a US Letter size paper
(8.5 x 11 inches).



Pleading Paper Sizes for Apple Pages

Apple Pages enable Mac users to create text documents on their Mac devices to edit and
input information on a document for printing on US Letter size paper (8.5 x 11 inches).
Similar to MS Word, Apple Pages enables users to edit the electronic forms available on
government websites that offer downloadable forms, including pleading paper documents to
support their claims and defenses. Access Apple Pages, open the pleading paper template,
and input the necessary information while following the rules of creating court documents of
that jurisdiction.



Pleading Paper Sizes for Google Docs

Utilize Google Docs to develop pleading papers through a collaborative application that
Google account users can edit simultaneously upon sharing access to the file. Many
government agencies and court websites offer individuals with different file types they can
download to create a standardized document. Open Google Docs and access the file by
opening the available template, editing its contents, and printing the document on the
designated plain paper size, including US Letter (8.5 x 11 inches), Legal (8.5 x 14 inches),
or A4 size (8.3 x 11.7 inches).



Pleading Paper Sizes FAQs

What is the line spacing for pleading papers?

The line spacing for a pleading paper must be double space, 24 points apart.

What are the font sizes of a pleading paper?

The font size on a pleading paper must be between 12 to 14 points.

What is a good size pleading paper?

A good size for a pleading paper is 8.5 x 11 inches, with some courts recognizing the Legal
of 8.5 x 14 inches or A4 of 8.3 x 11.7 inches.

What are the inch sizes of a pleading paper?

A standard pleading paper that US courts recommend measures 8.5 x 11 inches, equal to
the US Letter size.

What is a pleading paper format?

The format of a pleading paper contains an outline of a claim or defense on a numbered
sheet of paper on the left-hand side.

How to reduce the size of a pleading paper?

To reduce the size of a pleading paper, open the downloaded form from a government
website on a word processor application like Microsoft Word, Google Docs, or Apple Pages,
and select the paper size from the Page Setup menu.

Why should you number paragraphs in a pleading paper?

It is advantageous to number paragraphs in a pleading paper to make it easier to refer to
citations, collaborate, and confirm arguments using numbers.



How many lines are in a pleading paper?

Pleading papers commonly have 28 lines, but there are pleading papers with 24, 25, or 32
lines.

What is the minimum format of a pleading paper?

The minimum format for a pleading paper follows the US Letter size of 8.5 x 11 inches as
the mandatory size for many courts.

How to change the size of a pleading paper?

To change the size of the pleading paper, open a word processor application and adjust the
paper size through the Page Setup menu, whether on Microsoft Word, Apple Pages, or
Google Docs.

What are the legal sizes of a pleading paper?

Pleading papers can be on a US Letter size, Legal, or A4 sheet, depending on the
jurisdiction and court requirements.

What documents are considered pleading papers?

Written statements of claims or defenses are examples of court pleading papers.

What are the sizes of motion pleading papers?

A motion pleading paper follows the standard size a court requires, mainly the US Letter
size of 8.5 x 11 inches.

What is the form of a pleading paper?

A pleading paper must have a caption, body, signature and address, verification, contents,
and certification against forum shopping.



What are the pleading paper margins?

Margins for a pleading paper must be no less than one inch on all sides.


